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In Raising Cain, Dan Kindlon, Ph. the authors shed light on the destructive psychological training
our males receive--the emotional miseducation of boys., and Michael Thompson, Ph. Cutting
through outdated theories of ", two of the country's leading child psychologists, talk about what
they have learned in more than thirty-five years of combined experience working with boys and
their families. They reveal a country of boys who are hurting--sad, scared, angry, and silent.
Kindlon and Thompson attempt to answer this fundamental, crucial query: What do boys need
that they're not obtaining? They illuminate the forces that threaten our males, teaching them to
believe that "cool" and "D. "mom blame,"boy biology," equals macho strength and stoicism. They
determine the public and emotional difficulties that boys encounter in school and display how
parents can help boys cultivate psychological awareness and empathy--giving them the vital
connections and support they need to navigate the social pressures of youth.D.Kindlon and
Thompson make a compelling case that emotional literacy may be the most valuable present we
can give our sons, urging parents to recognize the purchase price boys pay when we hold them
to an impossible regular of manhood.testosterone,"
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Thoughtful and important book Wonderful book, very insightful and moving.Happily, I stumbled
on a few of the methods of handling boys' active behavior from learning from your errors.! Very
useful book. This is an extremely interesting and well written book. Five Stars Valuable insight.
My husband enjoyed it a lot as well. The tone was very professional but extremely readable.
Betweenthe grandson, 1 preschool class, and K-1 course I suddenly have a whole lot of little
males in my own life...) on a regular basis Insightful. Readable.. Helpful in case you are
interacting with boys (and men. This book not only is helping me with them - it's helping me
understand my hubby and sons-in-laws. Buy this when you have a father. They are
disproportionally more likely to inflict violence on themselves or others (for example, they take
into account over 80% of suicides and 95% of homicides within their age ranges), they are more
likely to use drugs and alcohol, they mature and develop some cognitive skills (such as for
example reading and writing prowess) later compared to the girls their age, they are a lot more
physical than young ladies (which cannot be really accommodated by the educational
environment generally in most schools today). Astute and practical For anyone involved with
their upbringing, boys present numerous peculiar challenges. I recommend this publication.The
book's merit extends beyond pointing out that the problem exists. The authors suggest some
practical ways of helping today's boys. It is respecting their feelings and approaching them even
more with questions instead of answers and recommendations to challenging it out. It really is
trying to make a loving and safe atmosphere, where boys will risk opening up. It really is helping
them develop emotive vocabulary, which would help them articulate how they feel. It really is
creating possibilities for safe failure, which would help males get to know themselves. It is
having some secure places where boys could spend their energy (such as a basement gym or a
neighborhood basketball court). It is teaching them psychological courage and empathy, that
could help them recognize who they are and build personality.Insightful, well articulated and
timely. An excellent book.. In an exceedingly simple, thorough, but approachable way, the authors
describe what which means in day-to-day life, plus they explain how damaging it is to build an
educational program around the proclivities of young ladies while treating boys like something
harmful and/or damaged. To top it all, boys usually do not really learn how to talk about their
feelings, so they are unlikely to recognize their emotional problems, aside from discover a way of
resolving them. Wish I examine it years back! Buy it, buy it, buy it. Raising Cain I read this reserve
after reading "Reviving Ophelia", "Real Boys", and "Difficulty with Boys". I'd say it's the best of the
four books I just mentioned. "Raising Cain" is well written and based on hands-on experience as
well as an admirable amount of analysis. I had wanted information about this topic because I'm a
previous teacher who would regularly be assigned what were considered "difficult learners"
altough I was not a particular education teacher. A must read! Articulates well what I've
discovered as a teacher of forty years. Also,I admired the fact that neither writer put down any
additional texts about raising children and adolescents(as did two of the other authors). It's a
great book to have for parents of boys of all ages. Excellent Excellent. Needs to be examine by
every adult guy and definitely by every potential father. Must read for all parents. Enjoyed this
book quite definitely. A must read for all parents, especially if you have boys. Worth the Read I
think this book can be an interesting take on the emotional development of boys. Five Stars
Recommend it to everyone. Read it sooner than later. A great book, especially for parents and
educators As a teacher for 15+ years and as a mother or father of both a son and a child for
much less than that, I'm especially convinced that it's worth stating plainly: boys and girls will
vary.. Buy this when you have a girl. the first rung on the ladder is awareness. The book is
created in a way that makes it extremely engaging and hard to put down. I recommend this



reserve. I am a mother of 2 boys and this book actually gave me some great insight into how
their minds work. Useful. Great read specifically for someone raising a young boy. I exceeded it
on. Everyone Read This Now Buy this for those who have a boy. I wish someone had
recommended this publication to me back then. In fifty years of childcare, I see a lot more
obviously how our culture helps it be very difficult to grow up to be a happy boy, a normal boy,
without the marks of institutional schooling and stoic conditioning.! As a Mom of two young
males, this is one of the most important books I've ever read. I loved the lessons on building
emotional literacy and avoiding dangerous pitfalls for boys, now all the more relevant in age
#metoo and the horrific school shootings. Best book about raising emotional literate, solid boys.
Exceptional book with very useful information that helps enable both parents and teachers within
their work and interactions with boys. Not enough types of how to correct I felt this publication
had tons of war stories from the authors regarding what they have observed with boys but not
enough on how best to correct challenging behavior. Buy this if you have a brother. Or actually
just married to a guy. Some of the subject areas i find to become a little far fetched, but I think it
really is a worthy read for parents who want to raise emotionally healthy boys! Exceptional book
with very useful information that helps enable both . This essential damaging facet of our era
and culture should be changed; I've shared much of what I'm reading with additional teachers
and parents who find the info as interesting and insightful as I. People's lives and futures rely on
us curbing the culture of violence and emotional suppression. Very surprised how informative it
is. Each of us with sons must do work to fight back against culture telling us incorrectly what
men are/are not. Great read especially for someone raising a young boy I had to get this for an
English class. We've got to take action.. Buy this when you have a husband.
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